The Jewish Agency for Israel has requested special assistance from the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem to help accelerate the return of the last 8,700 Ethiopian Jews to Israel by sponsoring direct aliyah flights over coming months. According to Howard Flower, ICEJ Director of Aliyah Operations, JAFI officials say the need is urgent given the current drought and political turmoil in the region, as well as the growing medical problems of the Jewish community still in camps in the mountainous Gondar area.

Years of intense debate ended last November when the Israeli government and rabbinic authorities finally approved the aliyah requests of thousands of Jews left in Ethiopia who are known as Falash Mura. These are Jews whose ancestors were pressured to convert to Christianity about 150 years ago for economic reasons but still sought to retain in part their Jewish identities and traditions.

The Jewish Agency has been flying them to Israel at the rate of 200 per month in special flight groups of 100 passengers each. At the current rate, however, it will take up to four years to complete this unique aliyah initiative. "With concerns growing over their deteriorating conditions, the Jewish Agency is eager to speed up the process, and due to budget cuts they are very thankful for the help from the Christian Embassy", said Flower. "We are a long-time partner with JAFI in the great modern-day aliyah and this provides us with another amazing opportunity to assist in the final Ingathering of the Jews to the land of their forefathers."

Some of the Falash Mura require urgent medical treatment which they cannot receive in Ethiopia, as a number of clinics have been closed due to funding shortages. Many also have been separated for years from close family members already in Israel.

"Children are growing up away from their grandparents, who are now well advanced in age", Flower explained.

Additionally, the severe drought that has been plaguing northern Africa has caused food shortages around Gondar, where most of the Falash Mura live.

Finally, there is concern that the chaotic revolutions in the Arab world might spread to Ethiopia, forcing Israel to consider yet another emergency airlift of Ethiopian Jews.

The request for ICEJ assistance came on the 20th anniversary of "Operation Solomon", when nearly 15,000 Ethiopian Jews were brought to Israel in a dramatic
Dear Friends,

We have just concluded the biblical festival of Pentecost, which reminds us of the giving of the Law at Sinai and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the early Church. The message is clear: God’s work must be pursued in the power and anointing of His Spirit. He does the work, we are just His voice! Now our gaze is forward to the Fall High Holidays and the glorious celebration of the triumph of the Kingdom of God—the Feast of Tabernacles. These all remind us of our destiny. God will accomplish His will through us and bring us all into His triumph.

The work and ministry of the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem is pursued in this hope and reality. Though the challenges against Israel are great, our confidence is in the power and grace of God. I just read an article warning that Israel faces an overwhelming missile threat from radical Muslim regimes and militias in the region, led by Iran. We can look at this and despair or we can gaze heavenward and trust in God. He has never failed Israel and never will. He is the same yesterday, today and forever, and He alone can watch over Israel. We can join Him in prayer, comfort and love, but in the end it is His work!

Many of you are probably aware by now that I have decided to step down from my position and continue the sojourn that Jesus has for my life. My time to go has come, as with all God’s servants, and I am sure of His leading in this regard. My years at the helm of the Christian Embassy have been challenging and blessed, and I thank God for giving me the unique privilege and honour of leading this movement as its Executive Director. I could not have done this without your help, prayers and encouragement. You have stood alongside me and together we have done the work. This “work” is bigger than any one person and it is close to the heart of God. It is His work and will go on in power, anointing and grace.

Our Interim Executive Director, Dr. Juergen Buehler, is a fine, godly man and he will lead the movement well. I have worked very closely with him for many years and am delighted that the Lord has prepared such a choice servant to take over from me. Please pray for him and give him all your love and encouragement.

So, new days are upon us and these are exciting changes as the Lord is positioning the ICEJ for increased effectiveness and blessing. We should all rejoice in this. I wish to bid you farewell and to thank you for your faithfulness and love. I will always pray for the Embassy and I will remain on its International Board. We embrace the call of God to bless Israel remembering that it is His work and not ours!

Yours in Jesus,

Rev. Malcolm Hedding
ICEJ Executive Director
Israel’s Loyal Druze

ICEJ Invests $45,000 in educational assistance for the Arab Druze Community

By Estera Wieja

Among Israel’s diverse population, the Druze are a truly unique minority. They trace their ancestry back to the biblical figure Jethro, but left the Sinai deserts a millennia ago when the Muslim mainstream rejected their distinctive brand of Islam. Instead, they settled in the highland areas of Lebanon and northern Israel, where they have managed to survive centuries of Muslim persecution.

Today, the Druze community in Israel numbers about 120,000 people living on the Carmel range, the Golan Heights and other scattered villages throughout the Galilee. Most have tied their fate to the Jewish state, although relations become strained from time to time for Druze towns along the border with Syria, who have relatives on the other side of the fence.

Druze loyalty to Israel includes a communal decision to accept mandatory induction into the IDF. This stems from the pre-state years, when the Druze were caught up in the Jewish-Arab struggle over the land and the Jewish underground, the Haganah, assisted the Druze in creating self-defence networks against recurring attacks by Arab marauders.

Their consent to compulsory draft into the IDF is a great source of pride for the Druze, and these young adults are currently integrated into all IDF units. Yet the full equality that exists for every Druze soldier within the IDF does not extend back to civilian life, where the Druze do not always receive the same rights and benefits as other sectors.

So despite their patriotism, the Druze have not had easy lives in Israel and are in need of outside assistance to help level the playing field and pave the way to a better future. Thus, the ICEJ has decided to help the community financially, so that young Druze can have better chances of success in the areas of education and work.

To accomplish this goal, ICEJ AID has partnered with the Lt.-Col. Saleh Falah Association to provide support for Druze schools. This association was founded by retired Druze IDF officers in 2008 with the goal of investing in Druze youth before their enlistment in the IDF. It also helps demobilised Druze soldiers to become integrated back into civilian life, through academic scholarships and job and housing placement. It also assists poor families, along with the elderly and disabled in the Druze community.

The association has several dozen activists, mostly volunteers, and is financed solely by private donations.

ICEJ AID joined the association in its efforts to improve education in Druze public schools by raising an initial amount of NIS 100,000 (US $30,000). Half of this donation was invested in the main elementary school of the mixed Druze/Christian town of Maghar.

The project’s main aim is to raise the number of Druze teenagers acquiring a marketable diploma and continuing on to higher education. Key elements of the program include capital investments in computers and science labs and regular informal activities during the school year. Ten special study spaces were also built in Maghar, each equipped with a computer and book stand.

Meanwhile, some NIS 30,000 was donated towards university scholarships and the remaining NIS 20,000 was dedicated to social assistance.

Please join with us in continuing this very worthwhile outreach to the loyal Druze community of Israel. Support ICEJ AID today.

Learn more and give at: www.icej.org/aid
The International Christian Embassy Jerusalem is undergoing a change in leadership that will mean sad and grateful farewells to proven and trusted ministry figures as well as excitement and confidence in a new generation of leaders raised up to keep the organisation on course.

Rev. Malcolm Hedding informed a gathering of the ICEJ National Directors in Jerusalem in May that he has decided to step down as Executive Director of the ministry after 10 years of service, effective as of the 31st of July 2011. He testified to the clear leading of God in the timing of this decision and his confidence in the continued success of the ministry under a new generation of leadership.

"I feel I have accomplished the tasks which God gave me to do when I assumed the helm of the Christian Embassy a decade ago", said Hedding. "It is now time to make way for a new set of leaders to guide the ministry going forward."

The national directors' conference noted that Rev. Hedding had served the organisation with wisdom and integrity, and leaves behind a remarkable theological, relational and financial legacy.

The decision was accepted, with regrets, by the International Board of Trustees, but it also paved the way for the unanimous appointment of Dr. Juergen Buehler to the position of Interim Executive Director.

In addition, Rev. Juha Ketola, the National Director of ICEJ-Finland, was welcomed on as the newly-elected Chairman of the International Board, taking over from longstanding ICEJ Chairman and Norwegian Branch Director, Mr. Leif Wellerop.

Over several decades, Wellerop has built ICEJ-Norway into one of the ministry's most active and effective national branches, while his great passion for Israel has impacted all levels of our global constituency.

"Leif Wellerop held the position of Board Chairman for ten years and blessed the movement by his leadership and experience. We owe him a great debt of gratitude", said Hedding.

Meantime, Ketola has been expanding the work of the Finnish branch since taking over from founder Dr. Ulla Jarvihleto and brings years of pastoral experience and fresh vision to the Board.

A New Generation of ICEJ Leadership

Malcolm Hedding steps down after 10 years at the helm
“There is obviously considerable sadness at Malcolm’s decision to move on from Jerusalem”, said Dr. Buehler. “But we are excited to sense the leading of the Lord in his life, and are grateful that he leaves the ministry positioned so well for the future. We wish him and Cheryl every blessing.”

Malcolm will remain closely connected with the work of the ICEJ as a member of the International Board of Trustees and as part of the ministry’s international speaking team. He will also be ministering at the upcoming Feast of Tabernacles Celebration in October.

Profile: Dr. Juergen Buehler
ICEJ Interim Executive Director

After graduating from Ulm University with a degree in physics, Dr. Juergen Buehler moved to Israel with his wife in 1994. Following a five-year research project at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, he obtained his doctorate in chemistry.

Juergen joined the staff of the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem in 1999 and presently serves on its International Board of Trustees and as the ministry’s International Director. Since 2001 he has also been National Director for ICEJ-Germany, a position that he will still hold.

Juergen was also a founding member of the “Christliches Forum für Israel” (Christian Forum for Israel), a German umbrella group of Christian Zionist organisations.

He is an ordained minister of the German Pentecostal Federation (BFP). His grasp of biblical theology and his unique insights into issues relating to Israel, the Church and the nations have placed him in great demand as a speaker all over the world.

In addition to his other responsibilities, Juergen has remained an active member of the King of Kings Assembly in Jerusalem, and served on the congregation’s board from 1994 to 2010.

He and his wife Vesna live in Jerusalem and have three young sons and a daughter.

Tribute to Johan Greeff
National Director of ICEJ-South Africa

Dear Friends,

It was with great shock and sadness that we learned of the untimely passing of Johan Greeff on the 22nd of May 2011, at age 68. He will be greatly missed by everyone that knew him because he had a zeal and enthusiasm for the things of God that was infectious. He was always abounding in the work of the Lord and most certainly was a faithful defender of Zion and of the Jewish people.

Johan worked with the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem for many years, serving as an inspiration to all of us. He generously volunteered his time as National Director of ICEJ-South Africa while also pursuing his profession as a geologist and teaching at Stellenbosch University.

Although we know that he has now gone to be with His Lord, our hearts are saddened and our thoughts and prayers go out to Gayle, his wife of 45 years, and his five children and many grandchildren.

Johan’s life was guided by his personal relationship with God through Jesus Christ, and this gave meaning and a clear example to others of what it means to bless Israel. Among the tributes which poured in from around his native country and abroad was one was from the Israeli Embassy in Pretoria.

Well done, good and faithful servant! You have now entered into the joy of your Lord.

Malcolm Hedding
ICEJ Executive Director
The ICEJ’s Long History of Assisting Ethiopian Jewry
Two Decades of Practical ICEJ Support
by David Parsons

The ICEJ has been reaching out to help the ancient Ethiopian Jewish community ever since the 1991 emergency airlift Operation Solomon rescued nearly 15,000 refugees and the nation of Israel faced the daunting challenge of absorbing them into a modern culture.

One initial problem was that many of the Ethiopian immigrants had urgent medical problems but Israel had no doctors able to speak their native Amharic language.

The Foreign Ministry asked if the Christian Embassy could help and we were able to quickly identify and employ Dr. Campbell Millar and his wife Ferne, who had just completed an extended medical mission in Ethiopia treating leprosy and other diseases and could speak the language fluently.

The Finnish parliament then provided the ICEJ with two mobile medical clinics – the first such mobile hospitals of their kind in Israel – which Dr. Millar used to treat thousands of Ethiopian immigrants as well as other needy communities in Israel. The project was done in coordination with the Hansen Hospital in Jerusalem.

Meanwhile, additional assistance was given to help with the Ethiopian absorption process, including household items, medical aid and job searches. The ICEJ also sponsored the building of two tukuls (Ethiopian meeting places) in the town of Beit Shean.

A half decade earlier, “Operation Moses” had rescued an initial wave of thousands of Ethiopian Jews who had fled the nation’s bitter civil war and were trying to journey to Israel by foot via Sudan.

This current group of almost 9,000 Falash Mura represents the last contingent of Ethiopian

Please act now! Help us bring
Donate online at: www.icej.org/ethiopia
In more recent years, the ICEJ has helped to fund a special project at the Israel Center for Psycho-trauma which seeks to lift many disadvantaged Ethiopian immigrants out of a cycle of poverty and failure, largely caused by the trauma of their difficult journey to Israel. With our help, the center is providing individual psycho-traumatic treatments for these Ethiopian olim.

Another ICEJ AID project provides special educational opportunities and after-school programs for Ethiopian youths at-risk.

Some 70% of Ethiopian Jews in Israel still live below the poverty line, and many teenagers are at risk of dropping out of high school and ending up in detention centers. The programs also provide their parents with counselling and Hebrew lessons.

The ICEJ also is sponsoring scholarships for promising Ethiopian students to earn university degrees and receive special vocational training at the Ruppin Academic Center near Netanya, thereby equipping the future leaders of this distinctive community.

Finally, the ICEJ has agreed to sponsor 10 children to attend an exceptional Ethiopian summer camp this summer, by special request of the Jewish Agency.

“We plan to be waiting with a festive reception”, said Flower.

David Parsons serves as ICEJ Media Director and lives with his family in Jerusalem

Jews who will be able to come home to Israel under the Law of Return, thereby realising this isolated community’s ancient dream of returning to Zion one day.

The Christian Embassy has committed to helping with this urgent humanitarian mission as we work to hasten their rate of return to Israel. The first ICEJ-sponsored flight in this accelerated aliyah initiative will make the journey to Ben-Gurion Airport in August with 100 Ethiopian Jews on board.

“We plan to be waiting with a festive reception”, said Flower.

David Parsons serves as ICEJ Media Director and lives with his family in Jerusalem

"Do not be afraid, for I am with you; I will bring your children from the east and gather you from the west. I will say to the north, 'Give them up!' and to the south, 'Do not hold them back.' Bring My sons from afar and My daughters from the ends of the earth — everyone who is called by My name, whom I created for My glory, whom I formed and made.”

Isaiah 43:5-7
way from the hail of rockets and endless political protests, Israelis are actually simple, quiet people. They are largely overlooked by the incessant media coverage of the conflict over the land. Among these ordinary Israelis are some folks who are truly ignored, even within their own society – namely the elderly and handicapped.

From its earliest years, the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem has reached out to these unseen citizens with special needs through our Homecare program. For the past decade, this department has been headed by experienced Dutch nurse Corrie van Maanen. She recently took us for a closer look into the homes and daily lives of her patients.

Corrie spends most of her week crisscrossing Jerusalem to visit with a long roster of elderly and disadvantaged patients.

This includes Tanya and Jashe, who have been living in Israel since making aliyah in 1998. They came here following the footsteps of their son, who a few years earlier decided to return to the Land of Israel and to the Jewish faith. Tanya and Jashe retired from their jobs and made the move soon after.

Tanya’s father was only six years old when he witnessed his own father being fatally beaten in the local market square in a brutal act of anti-Semitism in early Soviet Russia. The incident marked the end of all Jewish identity and traditions within the family. Many decades later, Tanya’s son came to Israel through the Jewish Agency’s youth aliyah program. He also became an observant Jew, a move which changed all of their lives.

Yet sadly, this did not bring the happy ending they all expected. A few years ago, Tanya found out she had cancer. Going through an operation and chemotherapy has significantly weakened her body. In the meantime, Jashe has developed a neurological disease which is slowly taking away his mobility. Initially excited about their new lives in Israel, Tanya and Jashe now worry whether they will be able to make it down the stairs each day.

This is where Corrie comes in. Every week, she visits Tanya and Jashe in their home to help with simple things most of us take for granted. She helps Tanya to bathe and wash her hair. She reads the Psalms to both of them, since Jashe cannot attend synagogue anymore. It is never easy. They often feel weary and discouraged by their crippling conditions. Yet Corrie is not giving up on them, and they depend on her greatly.

During the recent Passover season, Corrie was able to bring Tanya and Jashe a new set of plates and cutlery so that they could have a traditional Pesach Seder meal at their home. They were both speechless when they saw the beautiful white plates, and Tanya’s eyes quickly filled with tears.

“Corrie’s an angel”, Tanya said in her native Ukrainian. “She helps us so much! She’s such a good friend.”

In many ways, Corrie’s visits keep them going. They look forward to her coming each week by preparing special lunches.

Some days Tanya and Jashe wake up wondering if it is even worth getting up to face the day. They live in constant pain and discomfort. On the day of our visit, Tanya said she felt miserable and did not want to get out of bed. But after Corrie called, her whole mood changed. She was excited to host some guests and prepared more food than usual.

Corrie visits many such patients every week. She helps them shower, exercise and perform daily routines. Sometimes, she brings a friend along with her, to simply spend time with them, to talk and distract them from their anguish and distress. Many have a hard time adjusting to Israel, yet this is now the only home they know. There is nowhere to go back to, no turning around.

Ludmila, or “Luda” as her friends call her, is from the Ukraine and lives with her aging father Yaakov, who faithfully takes care of the household on a daily basis. She is only a little over forty, but she is confined to a wheelchair and cannot live on her own. She has been suffering from Multiple Sclerosis (MS) since she was only sixteen years of age. Soviet doctors could do little to help her, since there is no known medical cure for MS.

Support the ICEJ Homecare Program at: www.icej.org/homecare
In the early 1990s, Luda found an article in a newspaper about Israeli doctors conducting successful tests with MS. Together with her father, she decided to make aliyah. The move was not easy, but it infused her with hope. As new immigrants, they received some assistance in the beginning, but it was never enough. Luda’s condition required extra care, and ICEJ Homecare stepped in to provide it.

Already some years ago, the Embassy’s nursing team provided both helping hands and financial support to improve their situation. Thanks to a private donor, Luda was blessed with an electric wheelchair through the ICEJ.

Corrie now visits Luda every week to help with her rehab therapy. Luda performs exercises that are very difficult for her and equally strenuous for Corrie, who has to help lift and move her limbs around. But Luda does not lose her wit.

“Corrie and I are training for the Olympics, you know”, she says with a smile. “Maybe this year we’ll win.”

Both start laughing. Despite her condition, Luda likes to show that she is so much more than her physical handicap. Her spirit is still young and strong.

Back in the Ukraine, Luda wanted to become a doctor. Those dreams never materialized, but she never gave up on expanding her knowledge. She speaks several languages and her little apartment is filled with books.

“Deep in my heart I know God is helping me”, Luda acknowledges.

The faith they once lost, due to decades of atheist indoctrination under Soviet communism, now is being slowly restored. They live in a free country and experience love from those they once feared — the Christians. Luda and her father are now regular guests at the ICEJ’s annual Feast of Tabernacles celebration, where they joyfully celebrate together with those who love and care for them.

Estera Wieja serves as a writer for the ICEJ Media team in Jerusalem.
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The Ephramite Fable

It is time to reject speculative and divisive theology and return to the clear, unambiguous teaching of the New Testament.

By Malcolm Hedding

The Ephraimite teaching has infiltrated the Christian Zionist movement and threatens to bring it into disrepute. Essentially, it is a misguided attempt to identify Gentile believers in Jesus with the half-tribe of Ephraim, which later in Scripture became synonymous with the Northern Kingdom of Israel exiled to Assyria in 722 BC. These Ten Tribes are deemed to be lost but now rediscovered in the Church! There are three versions of this error:

1. The actual theory
   This view holds that Jesus only came for the lost tribes of Israel and only died for them. They deny the clear teaching of Scripture that He died for the world. His atonement is thus limited and those who embrace the Cross are in fact Ephraim, most without knowing it. Some adherents claim the right to make aliyah!

2. The replacement theory
   Those holding this view do not believe in a limited atonement but do believe that Ephraim was lost without recovery and has been replaced by them! In other words, they exist “instead of” the original tribe.

3. The affiliation theory
   This group believes that in some way they are affiliated with Ephraim and appeal to a type of special revelation to explain this. In this context, they rely on much use of understanding terms, the secondary meanings of words, and spiritual speculation.

   All of this is nothing short of wishful thinking! It is nowhere supported in Scripture. Most important, the New Testament is totally silent about it and indeed attributes the passages that they claim refer to Ephraim to the Gentiles. This constitutes a huge problem, so they mostly steer clear of the New Testament to assert their position. In reality, the Ephraim teaching is nothing more than a version of the old British Israelism heresy! It exists on the false notion that the northern Ten Tribes of Israel were lost. They were not. They were simply dispersed abroad and found everywhere (James 1:1).

Moreover, Paul’s point in Romans 11 is not about a hidden Gentile identity but about the fact that Israel’s partial rejection of Jesus’ Messianic credentials opened the door for those who were “not My people” to be grafted into spiritual Israel (Romans 9:24-28; Hosea 1:8-10). These, in his thinking, are real Gentiles and he says it clearly. There is no hidden meaning here (Romans 11:11-26). This, too, is his theology in Ephesians 2:11-13.

In addition, a promise of rejection, of not being “My people”, is always followed by a promise of recovery. This is the plain meaning of Hosea 1:11. There is nothing more to be read into this. Paul only ever refers to non-Jews as Gentiles. He sees no other significance in the term “Gentiles”. The Ephraimite theorists that attempt otherwise are playing around with what Paul calls “Jewish fables” in Titus.

Further, the “two sticks’ of Ezekiel 37 are just what they indicate. That is, a day will come when Israel will not be known by tribes but by one naming entity. That day came a long time ago in that even by the time of Christ all of Abraham’s natural children were called Jews. Even Paul used the designation, although technically he was not a Jew but from the tribe of Benjamin! (Philippians 3:4-5) Today, Ezekiel’s vision of “one stick” has been fulfilled in that the Jews – inclusive of all the Israelite tribes – have returned home as one nation.

No theology is built on so-called unique revelation. This is Gnosticism, another early heresy that threatened to “derail” the Church (Colossians 2:18-23). The Bible is for all people for all time, including the lowly and uneducated. Its teaching, touching who we are, is clear and unambiguous in the New Testament. We are not Ephraim but Gentiles brought near by the grace of God to the commonwealth of Israel. We are not Israel by tribal affiliation.

To assert anything else is to pollute the Church with doctrines of contention and division.

Rev. Malcolm Hedding serves as ICEJ Executive Director in Jerusalem and travels extensively teaching about Israel and the days in which we live.
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Event Schedule

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13TH
Opening Ceremonies (7:30pm)
International Convention Center Jerusalem

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH
Morning Seminars (8:30am)
International Convention Center Jerusalem
Evening Celebration (6:30pm)
Outdoor event at the Ein Gedi Spa (Dead Sea)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15TH
Evening Celebration (7:30pm)
International Convention Center Jerusalem

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16TH
Morning Seminars (8:30am)
Evening Celebration (7:30pm)
International Convention Center Jerusalem

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17TH
Morning Seminars (8:30am)
Evening Celebration (7:30pm)
International Convention Center Jerusalem

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18TH
Morning Seminars (8:30am)
Grand Finale Evening Celebration (7:30pm)
International Convention Center Jerusalem

Please Note: Events, times, locations, and speakers are subject to change
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Is God Calling You?
• Come discover God’s purpose for your life!
• Come explore the land of the Bible together with young adults from around the world!
• Come intercede on behalf of our generation as we Worship and Seek the Lord in the city of Jerusalem! “I will also make you a light for the Gentiles, that my salvation may reach to the ends of the earth.” (Isaiah 49:6)